
The Myth of Spiritual Morality  

 

Can an animal be ethical? Can a human being notwithstanding his anatomical build, raging 

hormones and bestial selfish genes be moral? Can an animal if inebriated with mythological 

discourse to the stage of detachment from reality and emaciated beyond repair be all of a sudden 

a docile being and exhibit that ideal behavior which philosophers for millennia struggled to 

formulate and render? Will this emaciated and deluded animal exhibit the exemplary behavior 

which humbles and motivates people to emulate and even bring some people to tears? Is 

spiritualism the solution to morality? Aren’t spiritual people animals with the same instincts like 

the rest of us?  Do not they hold within their build that same creature we do which is given to 

basic instincts like bestiality and salacity? What could possibly make them different from the rest 

of us? Can a label change the content of a bottle— metaphorically speaking? Isn’t the content of 

the bottle that really matters―meaning the very essence of what is in the bottle?  

As it has been said already all human challenges are natural; unnatural solutions to natural 

problems are impractical and a digression. Humanity has nothing to gain by deriding and 

abandoning the natural world even for morality issues; human behavior is a natural phenomenon 

which could only have a natural solution. Supernatural escapism triples and multiplies human 

morality issues rather than render a solution for it. It perverts the sexuality of the so called ‘holy’ 

people to go after children and same sex individuals like rabid beasts. It renders human behavior 

to become even worse. Spiritualists insist that their methodology of reality denial, individual 

abuse, and tenacity concocted with fairytales will restrict human passion and compel people to 

be good in the animal kingdom.  

Let’ perform a reality check then and observe spiritual people in action; let’s go on a world tour 

if indeed spirituality helps to tame raging man. Let us observe ISIS, Lord’s resistance army in 

Central Africa and other spiritually motivated groups and their behavior or even individual 

priests and rabbis. What we find here is actually the reverse― spirituality is a motivation for evil 

rather than good. It is a tool of oppression for politicians and a path to psychosis for the common 

people. These groups above justify all the evil and nihilism that they perform in the name of 

spirituality; because nobody can sue God—thus, whatever they declare in his name has be 

acceptable it does not matter what it is; these, spiritualists whatever that word stands for can 

never pride themselves as docile angels in the animal kingdom who exhibit the ideal ethical 

behavior mentioned above; but opportunistic people who exploit common people for their own 

interests.  

I think we need to come back to nature and rectify or eliminate our lowly self. That is the 

solution to immoral behavior. That is the way forward―reality and transcendence is the cure 

rather that idealism and spiritualism. If the issue of morality is human nature then how could we 

expect to find a solution by dejecting nature? It is obvious for several reasons that they despise 



nature either because it is too hard to understand and makes them think; or for other reasons— 

mystics do not like to think they like to be entertained with myth and fairytales because that is 

what is simple for their souls. They loathe math and logic because there is nothing entertaining 

about it; it is all calculations and analytics.  

 

Thus, finally I would say that spiritualists should never pride themselves as if they are on the 

right direction— in an illusion that they have solved humanities moral and metaphysical 

problems. Metaphysically what they are doing is that; they are hindering the quality of life that 

people could have enjoyed by retarding scientific progress and directing human attention outside 

nature as if there is an outside. In ethics they promote self-mortification and degradation of the 

self rather than preservation and enhancement.  Therefore, no spiritualist can claim that 

spiritualism has made the world a better place; by solving mankind’s problems; because that is 

not what we witness on the ground. Spiritualism has become a source of conflict among different 

sects of spirituality in the world rather than a solution to the human race. Therefore, how could it 

be an error to say after observing the behavior of spiritualists engaged in pedophilia, religion 

motivated genocide like that of Armenians by the Turks and the Canaanite by the Jews as well as 

several other examples in the  world that  spiritual morality is a myth rather than a reality? How 

could it be wrong to say that spirituality is actually one of the many motivating factors for evil 

rather than good? 

 

 

 

 

 

 


